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ABSTRACT
This paper is focused on the investigation of national and cultural peculiarities of PhU, with the component "color". The research subject is national-cultural peculiarities of phraseological units with the component "red/красный/қизил" in English, Russian and Uzbek languages. The article is based on general and specific examples of the meaning of phraseological units with "red/красный/қизил. Author concluded about the peculiarities of color "red/красный/қизил" in PhU in three languages.
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DISCUSSION
Red is one of the main elements of color symbolism in national culture. Red - the color of life, sun, fertility, health and color of the beyond, chthonic and demonic characters. Red color is endowed with protective properties and is used as a shield. In ancient times, red was associated with fire, and in this sense it was reflected in the language, namely in phraseology (for example, to let the red rooster). The symbolism of red as belonging to the beyond is also expressed in the funeral rite: the deceased was bound by the thread of red. Also the red thread in ancient times was widely used as a medical remedy. Thus, against the diseases of the mother tied to the right hand of their children the red thread to make the child healthy.

Moreover, red color acts as a "talisman". For instance, a magic circle was drawn with red paint. It was necessary to stand in the middle of this circle and no uncleanness could not cause harm to the person. Additionally, people used red objects as protection against snakes, wolves, insects, mice and moles. Many mythological characters are marked in red. Exemplifying, in myths, red color were represented in folklore eyes and teeth of a witch, eyes and skin of devils, eyes of vampires, teeth and skin of mermaids.

In the ritual calendar, red is of great importance and symbolizes fertility and abundance. The ritual associated with the "red color" is performed in the wedding ceremony. Red color has long been included in the bridal garment. But the meaning of this color was "funeral and wedding". "The red dress symbolized the "mournful" dress of a girl who had "died" for her former family. That is, in this case, the red color has a negative connotation.

In the Romanesque period, the upper class wore suits of bright colors: blue, green, purple. Color in the costume had a symbolic meaning. Thus, for example, red color symbolized "blood or hellfire", and this color symbolized the royal power. This color was worn by the rich Egyptians during the Ramses. And then - the Greek infantrymen goplita to intimidate the enemy and hide the blood that came out. The clothes of the executioners were the same red color.

There is also an opinion that the name of Adam, the first man, comes from adama, which means "red earth" in Hebrew. According to apocryphal legends, Adam's blood was made of red earth, and hence the blood tint came. Red is associated with the Christian rite of communion, where wine acts as a symbol of blood, a thick red liquid that carries life.
As the analysis of the language material has shown, the signs presented in PhU with the component "red" reflect the signs of both positive and negative orientation. In the course of the analysis of PhU values both universal and national-cultural conceptual signs have been revealed.

On this basis, it was found that the adjective "red" has its own symbolism in the phraseology. Red is present in the following phraseological combinations as a symbol of danger or, conversely, attention-grabbing:

The Red Book; reds under the beds; red alert; to be/go on red alert to; red-eye flight; red-light; red baiting; catch smth. red handed; red herring; red cock; red cock will crow in his house; rus.: red book; as a red rag for a bull; red brigades.

This symbolic meaning was the factor that PhU with the "red" component associated with sensuality and sex appeal: eng.: the red light district; a red hot; rus.: red lanterns. However, these PhU have a negative emotional-evaluation meaning, because they are related to the concept of prostitution, which is due to the brightness of this color and its symbolic meaning.

The negative value of red as a danger is also reflected in PhU, which expresses the sign of "difficult financial situation, debt, bad news": eng.: to be in the red; come (get) out of the red; to go to red; put in the red; go into the red; red dog; red ink; red cent not worth a red cent.

Most of the analyzed PhU in English and Russian reflect the ideas about the person and oriented in their meanings to the expressive designations of the person, the selection of his or her moral qualities, appearance, physical appearance, actions and states. The majority of PhU with the "red" component, connected with the description of a person's psychological state, have negative evaluation and denote a person in a state of aggressiveness and denote the signs associated with the concepts of "anger, aggressiveness, irritation, resentment": eng.: Red in the face; to become red in the face; red rag; red as a turkey-cock; to be a bull; to see red; to be a red rag to a bull; to go as red as beet/root; to be redwood; red with anger; as red as fire; as red as streak; as red as lobster.

On the one hand, the value of red color is connected with physiological reaction of an organism (because of shame or embarrassment), and on the other hand - with the psychological attribute associated with something unworthy, indecent, immoral, shameful. Expressions with such meaning can be found in Russian, English and Uzbek languages and represent the signs associated with the concepts of "embarrassment, timidity, shyness": eng.: Red as a rose; to red as a rose; to redder to the roots of one's hair; to turn scarlet; rus.: red girl; as a beautiful girl; red well done; red corner; red as cancer (beetroot, tomato); uzb: kizarib kolmoq (uyalmoq).

In Uzbek, a number of PhU with the component "қизил" also have negative emotional meanings and represent signs related to the concept of "incredible degree of bad": Kip-kizil ahmok (perfect fool); Kip-kizil yolgon (downright lie); Kip-kizil yolgonchil (a hopeless liar); Kip-kizil tugarmat (malignant slander). The values of these PhU are enhanced by using the duplicate color component "Kip-kizil" in their composition. We also found another PhU that does not have equivalents in English and Russian languages: "Kip-kizil gush". - no penny after penny, no stake, no yard, no beggar.

PhU with the "red" component can also be positive as a sign of a special day marked by a joyful event: Red-letter day; to paint the town red; rus.: red heel; red days; red sunshine. Some PhU with a red component are used to describe human appearance: a) healthy appearance: red as a cherry; and physical strength: red-blood.

The PhU with the red component also denotes the sign of eloquence in Russian and Uzbek; eng: red word, for the sake of red word; uzb: kizil suz.

PhU can also express concepts related to childhood and mischief in Uzbek language: kiz urtoq; kiz kuzu. The peculiarity of PhU data is that they have a pronounced gender feature of femininity.

Red is also important in English culture. The red flag in the British Navy has existed since the 17th century and symbolizes a "challenge to battle". The national emblem of England is a red or scarlet rose. For thirty years, from 1435 to 1485, Lancaster, whose emblem was a red rose, waged war for the English throne with the Yorks, another dynasty (the emblem - a white rose). The war was romantically named "Red and White Rose war". The rivalry between the dynasties ended in marriage. Since then, red rose has become the national emblem of England. Red is still very popular in England. Buses and telephone booths in England are red, English soldiers wear red uniforms and there is a holiday called "Red Friday" in honor of the victory of the miners over the entrepreneurs in England. Furthermore, red color is presented almost everywhere in England. Even Napoleon said: "Red is the color of England. I can't stand the sight of it. The reason for the prevalence of red is probably that red symbolizes blood, fire, anger, war, revolution, strength and courage.

Due to the fact that red is popular in England, many EF with a component of red denote a) the realities of English linguculture: eng.: Red, White and Blue; Red book of the exchequer; Red ribbon; Red tape; Red dog; Red cent; Red liquor; B) Professional naval accessory and patriotic attitude: eng.: The thin red line, better red than dead; shin red line; red coat; red-coated gentry, red tab; uzb: qizil ascar; qizil sokch; qizil gushin; qizil suz. The methodical transfer also resulted in the appearance of a Red hat PhU, which denotes the title of cardinal, according to the color of the hat. A
number of PhU based on a metonymic transfer based on the colour of the skin or clothing show signs related to national origin: red shirt; red man; red shanks.

The national-cultural specificity of the Uzbek language has a huge number of PhU, the emergence of which is due to the extra-linguistic factors of historical character, namely, the historical period of Soviet power, the symbol of which was red: Kızıl burchak; Kızıl choyhona, Қızғыл тақта (Hurnat doskasi); Kızıl tuy. All aforementioned phrases are connected with the spiritual and educational work of the Soviet power and the rejection of traditional views. For example, PhU "Kızıl tuy" means a modern wedding according to the understanding of the time, PhU "Kızıl burchak" - an office where spiritual and educational work was carried out, "Kızıl choyhona" - teahouse, where along with tea drinking was conducted propaganda work. It should be noted that at present, these phrases are outdated and are not used in everyday speech. Equivalent is also the "Kızıl kor yokanda", expresses the category of time "never" and is based on absurdity, something that can never be.

As the analysis of language material has shown, PhU with the component "red/красный/кызил" also denotes concepts related to material culture and related to cooking. This thematic group includes PhU that describe food or products. They are formed by the color in which they are colored: eng: red meat - meat (beef, lamb, etc.); red ink - cheap red wine; rus: red wine - wine from dark grapes; uzb: qizil lavlagi. Thus, the results of the analysis of PhU with the component “red” allow us to conclude that the following signs are universal for both linguocultures: a) danger; b) aggressiveness; irritation. National-cultural specifics differ in the signs associated with a) negative assessment of red and expressing signs: bad news, difficult financial situation, state of anxiety and danger; b) positive assessment of patriotism and courage, joyful event. National specifics also include the PhU, which express a) the realities of the English linguistic culture; b) the professional affiliation to naval affairs and patriotic attitudes.

Bright national-cultural specificity distinguishes PhU with the component “кызил” in Uzbek, in which the majority of PhU in contrast to English and Russian languages do not have such a pronounced negative characteristic and can be associated with positive notions.
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